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Reduced density matrix approach to phononic dissipation in friction
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Understanding mechanisms for energy dissipation from nanoparticles in contact with large samples is a
central problem in describing friction microscopically. Calculation of the reduced density matrix appears to be
the most suitable method to study such systems that are coupled to a large environment. In this paper, the time
evolution of the reduced density matrix has been evaluated for an arbitrary system coupled to a heat reservoir.
The formalism is then applied to study the vibrational relaxation following the stick-slip motion of an asperity
on a surface. The frequency and temperature dependence of the relaxation time is also determined. Predictions
of the reduced density matrix are compared with those obtained by using the Golden Rule approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Friction and its microscopic origins have been intensiv
investigated in recent years.1 Progress in atomic force mi
croscopy~AFM! has made possible precise force measu
ments at the atomic scale.2 These data, together with simu
lations, theory and ab initio force calculations have helped
provide a detailed picture of friction.3–13 Much of this work
is concerned with the nature and rate of energy transfer f
lubricant layers or asperities into bulk substrates. The un
standing of such processes has implications as far-rangin
the design of solar collectors,14 where collected energy mus
be transferred to the bulk before re-emission to the surrou
ings; to the understanding of reactions in living cells ca
lyzed on small surfaces,15 as well as biomolecular motors;16

and to the design of lubricants for industrial purposes.16 In
many cases, friction is the result of energy dissipation
multiphonon processes. We address in this article energy
sipation in a stick-slip model for friction involving small an
sparsely distributed asperities on a surface. Previous ato
scale studies of friction assumed that the mechanical en
stored in the stick stage dissipates totally within the s
stage.17 Since the distance between the stick and slip sta
can be as small as a lattice parameter of substrate sur
how fast the stored mechanical energy dissipates is a ce
problem in achieving a microscopic understanding of fr
tion. In this work we determine the nature and calculate
rate of damping of the adsorbed molecule, nanoparticle
asperity following the slip step.

Relaxation processes of adsorbates have been stu
both theoretically and experimentally~see, e.g., Refs. 18–
24!. In most of these works, the authors used either phen
enological approximations20 or assumed that the system u
der study is at least at quasiequilibrium and used equilibr
theory to study their properties.18,19,22,23In this article, a Red-
field theory-like approach is developed~for the derivation of
the Redfield theory and some of its applications see, e
Refs. 25–27! to calculate the time evolution of the reduce
density matrix of an adsorbate on a substrate within
framework of a stick-slip model for friction.

Consider an object adsorbed on the surface of a samp
metal or insulator, with vibrational frequencyV. In general
there are two possible decay modes: 1! it can create elec-
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tronic excitations in a metal, e.g., create electron-hole pa
or 2! it can create phononic excitations. In this article o
interest will be in phononic dissipation. IfV.nv0 wherev0
is the maximum phonon frequency of the sample, the ex
tations can decay only by the creation ofn phonons in the
sample.20 For largen, this contribution is in general negli
gible. Thus for small particles on a solid substrate, for wh
the vibrational frequency of the adsorbate might be mu
higher than the band of substrate mode frequencies, en
dissipation from the adsorbate into the substrate may be q
slow. For such cases, anharmonic coupling between the
sorbate and substrate gives rise to energy flow into the s
strate. For example, for CO adsorbed on Cu, the Cu-
stretch vibration isV.1.5 v0 and decay by creating two
phonons might be an important mechanism for the vib
tional damping of the molecule. We will address the proble
of phononic energy dissipation in friction following stick
slip motion of an adsorbate whose vibrational frequency
above the band of substrate frequencies, like CO on a
surface. In Ref. 23 two and three phonon contributions to
dissipation of the Cu-CO stretch vibrations was studied us
the Golden Rule formula. We will study this and simila
systems here using a more general Redfield theory-like
proach for variousV’s to understand the dependence of t
dissipation rate on the coupling between the sample and
adsorbed atom. We assume that the adsorbates are spa
distributed so that we can neglect interactions among the

The organization of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II, w
calculate the time evolution of the reduced density ma
which allows one to take into account all nonequilibriu
properties of a system and also takes into account poss
coherence and incoherence effects~for the properties of den-
sity matrices see, e.g., Ref. 27!. Possible limitations on the
obtained evolution are also discussed. In Sec. III a mo
system is proposed which is relevant for the energy diss
tion in the stick-slip motion of atomic scale friction. Thi
model is analyzed and the energy dissipation therefrom
calculated by using the reduced density matrix theory in S
IV. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.

II. EVOLUTION OF THE REDUCED DENSITY MATRIX

In studying the dynamics of systems coupled to an en
ronment, it is most natural to use the reduced density ma
10 558 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 62 10 559REDUCED DENSITY MATRIX APPROACH TO PHONONIC . . .
~RDM! formalism. The RDM,rR , is obtained from the den
sity matrix,r, of the system plus the environment by takin
its trace over the environmental degrees of freedom,

rR~ t !5Trbr~ t !, ~1!

whereTrb denotes trace over the degrees of freedom of
environment. In the following, the indexR is omitted when-
ever there is no possibility of confusion. Once the time e
lution of the RDM of the system is known, the time evol
tion of the expectation value of any observable,O, of the
system can be obtained as:

^O&~ t !5Tr@rR~ t !O#. ~2!

The time dependence of the RDM of the system can
obtained from the definition of the RDM in Eq.~1!. Let

H5Hs1Hr1Hint , ~3!

where Hs , Hr are the system and reservoir Hamiltonian
respectively, andHint describes the interaction betwee
them. We will assume, without loss of generality, that

Hint5(
s

QsFs , ~4!

whereQs(Fs) acts only on the system~reservoir! degrees of
freedom. The time evolution of the components of the RD
is given by

rab~ t !5rab~0!e2 ivabt1 (
a8b8

Raa8;bb8~ t !ra8b8~0!e2 ivabt,

~5!

where\vab5ea2eb and the tensorRaa8;bb8(t) is defined
as

Raa8;bb8~ t !5(
i j

P~Ej !^a i uS~ t !ua8 j &^b8 j uS†~ t !ub i &

2daa8dbb8 , ~6!

where the scattering matrix,S(t), is defined as

S~ t !5ei /\H0te2 i /\Ht512
i

\ E
0

t

dt8Hint~ t8!

1S 2
i

\ D 2E
0

t

dt1E
0

t1
dt2Hint~ t1!Hint~ t2!1... ~7!

Here, H0 is defined to beH05Hr1Hs . Also Hint(t)
5ei /\H0tHinte

2 i /\H0t, andug j &5ug& ^ u j & with,

Hsug&5egug&,

Hr u j &5Ej u j &. ~8!

In the following Greek~Latin! letters will denote the system
~reservoir! degrees of freedom. In deriving this result it
assumed that the reservoir is always in equilibrium so t
the density matrix of the whole system can be factorized

^g j ur~ t !udk&5d jkrRgdP~Ej !, ~9!
e

-

e

,

t
s

where the diagonal density matrix elements of the reser
are defined as

P~Ej !5
e2bEj

Z
, ~10!

whereZ5S je
2bEj .

Until this point, the only assumption made is that t
density matrix of the whole system is factorizable which
sulted in a linear equation for the components of the RD
The applicability of this approximation should be studi
carefully. This assumption is valid only if there exists a we
coupling between the system and the reservoir so that
tensor product statesua j & can be considered to be nearly th
eigenstates of the whole system. If there is strong coup
between the system and the reservoir, or if the ‘‘reservoir’
a finite one, the density matrix of the whole system in ge
eral cannot be factorized and one has to do without this s
plifying approximation. This approximation should be val
for our study of phononic energy decay from an adsorb
coupled anharmonically to a large substrate.

Now, the main task is to find a suitable approximation f
the tensorRaa8;bb8(t). Once it is known, the time evolution
of the RDM can be calculated. Unfortunately, the express
obtained by straightforward application of the second or
expansion of theS matrix yields a result which is valid only
if the time,t, is sufficiently short. To overcome this difficult
we used an iterative scheme in which we calculated the
tial RDM and then evolved it one step in time; taking th
evolved RDM as the initial RDM, we evolved it one ste
further. At each step, we evolved for a short enough tim
Since energy is not conserved for finite times, one has
impose energy conservation by hand. For this reason,
matrix elements ofHint coupling states of different energie
are neglected. The calculations are similar to the ones d
in scattering theory with the result

rab~ t1Dt !5rab~ t !e2 ivabDt

1 (
a8b8

Raa8;bb8~Dt !ra8b8~ t !e2 ivabDt,

~11!

Raa8;bb8~Dt !5
Dt

\2 da2a8,b2b8S (
ss8

Qs
aa8Qs8

b8b j ss8~vaa8!

2
1

2
daa8(

ss8
(
g

Qs
bgQs8

gb j ss8~vgb!

2
1

2
daa8(

ss8
(
g

Qs
agQs8

ga j ss8~vga!D ,

~12!

j ss8~v!5Dt(
k j

8
P~Ej !Fs

k jFs8
jk , ~13!

where the prime on the summation in Eq.~13! indicates that
the sum should be carried out over states for which\v
5Ejk .
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III. THE MODEL HAMILTONIAN

Consider an object adsorbed on a surface. LetM be the
mass of a reservoir atom andm be the mass of the adsorbe
object. Assume that the small adsorbate is bonded to a si
atom of the sample and the interaction between the sam
atom and the adsorbed atom is described by the Morse
tential,

U~u2v !5E0$e
22a~u2v !22e2a~u2v !%, ~14!

whereu andv are the vertical displacements of the adsorb
atom and the sample atom, respectively.E0 is the binding
energy of the adsorbed atom anda can be related to the
vibrational frequency,V, of the adsorbed atom through

a5S mV2

2E0
D 1/2

. ~15!

Expanding the potential and retaining the lowest order ter
we get

Hint5Auv1Buv2, ~16!

where

A522E0a2, ~17!

B523E0a3. ~18!

Note that theu2v term obtained from the expansion of th
potential is not included. Such a term gives rise to the
sorption ~emission! of one bulk phonon and emission~ab-
sorption! of two localized, atomic phonons. Since we a
mostly concerned withV.v0 , i.e., adsorbate frequencie
higher than bulk frequencies, as discussed below, we neg
this term. We note that forV.v0 , the uv term makes no
contribution to dissipation since it does not conserve ene
and we only have theuv2 term. For the other case,V
,v0 , the contribution to the decay rate from theuv term is
generally much larger than from theuv2 term. The decay of
the vibrational excitation of the adsorbate to the substrate
the case whereV,v0 using only harmonic coupling ha
been studied by exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian28

The calculated value for the decay rate in Ref. 28 is
surprisingly greater than the value we have calculated in S
IV ~by two orders of magnitude!, where we used only the
uv2 term. In this article, we consider only effects of theuv2

term. We thus focus on energy dissipation for hig
frequency adsorbates, whereV.v0 . Then the full phononic
Hamiltonian of the system we study becomes

H5\Vb†b1(
ks

\vksbks
† bks1Buv2, ~19!

wherevks are the frequencies of the sample phonons w
wave vectork and polarization vectores , andb andbks are
the annihilation operators for the phonons at the adsor
atom and the phonons in the sample, respectively.

IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the evolution of the density matrix will b
analyzed numerically. In order to construct the initial dens
matrix, consider the following situation: Assume that tw
le
le
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d
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ct
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samples, Sample I and Sample II, are moving on top of
another with an adsorbed layer on the bottom one, and th
is no direct interaction between the samples, as illustrate
Fig. 1. Consider the case when the coverage of the adso
layer is so low that the interactions between the adsorb
can be neglected, in which case one can treat each adso
independently. Each adsorbate, or asperity is strongly bo
to Sample I and hence moves vibrationally about a fix
location on Sample I. During the motion of Sample II, th
adsorbate or asperity on Sample I will be pushed and
leased. The atom will be adiabatically pushed down, due
the wedge shape or corrugation of the surface, displacin
from its equilibrium position and storing energy in it. Then
is suddenly released. After its release there is no interac
between the asperity and Sample II. This stick-slip mode
relevant for energy dissipation through phonons in dry s
ing friction or lubrication, as well as for the vibrations of th
adsorbed species. The character of the contribution of su
mechanism to friction between the bodies would depend
the rate of relaxation of this nonequilibrium situation.

Initially, the density matrix of the system plus reservoir
the equilibrium density matrix

r5(
a j

e2b~ea1Ej !

Z
ua j &^a j u, ~20!

FIG. 1. An asperity between the surfaces of two samples, on
which moves with a velocityv. ~a! There is no interaction betwee
Sample II and the rest of the system.~b! The asperity is squeezed b
corrugations on the surface of Sample II, absorbing some of
translational energy of Sample II.~c! The asperity is suddenly re
leased causing it to oscillate about a fixed location on Sample I;
interaction between Sample II and the rest of the system can a
be neglected. We focus on the damping of the vibrational energ
the asperity by Sample I.
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PRB 62 10 561REDUCED DENSITY MATRIX APPROACH TO PHONONIC . . .
whereZ5(a je
2b(ea1Ej ),a denotes the number of phonon

of the asperity andj is a multiple index describing the num
ber of phonons in each mode,ks, of the sample.

Adiabatically displacing the asperity would not cause it
go out of equilibrium. The density matrix will still be diag
onal with the same diagonal elements but in the displa
basis

r5(
a j

e2b~ea1Ej !

Z
ua8 j &^a8 j u ~21!

with the sameZ. The displaced harmonic oscillator state
ua8&, are defined as

ua8&5ei /\sp̂ua&5(
b

ca8bub&, ~22!

where s is the displacement of the oscillator andp̂ is the
momentum operator of the adsorbate. When the asperi
suddenly released, the density matrix does not change
now, in the absence of the external force due to Sample
the density matrix is no longer diagonal in the energy eig
states, and the adsorbate is out of equilibrium. Denoting
RDM of the system right after it is released byr(01), we
have

r~01!5Trb(
a j

e2b~ea1Ej !

Z
ua8 j &^a8 j u5(

bg
rbg~0!ub&^gu,

~23!
th

te
-

t
h

d

,

is
ut

II,
-
e

whererbg(0)5Z21(aca8bca8g
* e2bea.

Following Ref. 26, we take

u5S \

2mV D 1/2

~b1b†!, ~24!

v5(
ks

S \

2mvksND 1/2

~bks1bks
† !ẑ.eks , ~25!

whereN is the number of the Sample I atoms andeks is the
polarization vector of modeks. As is pointed out in Ref. 23,
this expression forv does not account for the surface whic
might reflect bulk phonons, and also does not take into
count any surface phonons. In order to evaluate the t
evolution of the RDM, first the functionj ss8(w), defined in
Eq. ~13!, has to be evaluated. Note that in our case,s ands8
can take just a single value,s5s851. Using the expansions
given in Eqs.~24! and ~25!, and choosing

F15v2, ~26!

Q15Bu, ~27!

we obtain
j 11~v!5 j ~v!5u~v!F S \

2M D 2E dv8g~v8!g~v82v!4
~nB~v8!11!nB~v82v!

v8~v82v!

1S \

2M D 2E dv8g~v8!g~v2v8!
nB~v8!nB~v2v8!

v8~v2v8! G
1u~2v!F S \

2M D 2E dv8g~v8!g~v82v!4
~nB~v8!11!nB~v82v!

v8~v82v!

1S \

2M D 2E dv8g~v8!g~v2v8!
nB~v8!nB~v2v8!

v8~v2v8! G , ~28!
is

b-

ix

ef.
the
the
-

ne-
where the integration region in each integration is where
density of states is nonzero andv8 is positive. In this result
we have assumed the thermodynamic limit and neglec
O(1/N) terms. In this study,g(v) is represented by the De
bye density of states

g~v!5
3v2

vD
3 uS 12

v

vD
D , ~29!

wherevD is the Debye frequency, which isv0 , the maxi-
mum frequency of the substrate. In order to obtain Eq.~28!
from Eq. ~13!, the summations over states are converted
integrations over energies and the integration region is c
sen so that only a small energy violation,Dv, is allowed,
which is assumed to satisfyDvDt51 from the energy-time
e

d

o
o-

uncertainty relation. If one compares Eq.~28! with similar
results found in the literature~e.g., Ref. 25!, there is an extra
factor ofp which arises because of the assumption thatDt is
large enough so that one can take the limitt→` in certain
integrals. This factor is not related to the formalism but
just related to the evaluation of Eq.~13!. Here, one obtains
an iterative equation for the evaluation of the RDM by su
stituting Eqs.~28! and ~12! into Eq. ~11!. Given an initial
density matrix att5t0 , one can calculate the density matr
at the timet01Dt using Eq.~11!.

The final result can be compared with the results in R
23. In Ref. 23 it is assumed from the beginning that only
diagonal element of the density matrix corresponding to
first excited state,r11, is nonzero. In this case, the contribu
tion of the other elements of the density matrix can be
glected in the evolution ofr11, and we obtain
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r11~ t1Dt !5r11~ t !1R11;11~Dt !r11, ~30!

which yields a decay rate2R11;11/Dt, which is nothing but
the result derived in Ref. 23 using the Golden Rule~other
than an overall factor ofp, as discussed earlier!. This feature
is quite general in the sense that as long as just the first
elements of the density matrix are important, and for su
ciently low temperatures, the results obtained using this
malism and those obtained by the Golden Rule are alm
identical.

We turn now to the numerical calculation of energy d
sipation from the asperity into the bulk following the sl
step. For the numerical data, we have used the follow
values: \vD537.6 meV; M528 amu; m528 amu; \V0
546 meV; E051.8 eV; F510210N andT5300 K. HereF
is the maximum vertical force applied to the adsorbed at
and is related to the vertical displacement,s, through

s5
F

mV2 . ~31!

We vary the adsorbate frequencyV from 0.2V0 up to
1.52V0 , and take the iteration step to beDt5V21. We in-
troduce these parameters into Eq.~11!, which we then solve
at each time step,Dt.

In Fig. 2, we have plotted the decay profiles,E(t)/E(0),
i.e., the time-dependent energy in the adsorbate mode
its initial energy, for various values of the adsorbate f
quency,V. In each case the range of the time axis cor
sponds to 300 iterations, each iteration corresponding
time of V21. The exponential character of the decay is cle

FIG. 2. Calculated decay profiles,E(t)/E(0), for theenergy of
the vibrating atom for variousV’s.
w
-
r-
st

-

g

er
-
-
a

r.

For the numerical calculations, we used only a finite,
316, part of the infinite density matrix. This caused the m
trix elements at the edges to evolve incorrectly. However
long as they are negligible compared to the matrix eleme
corresponding to the first few excited states, this does
affect the general profile of the time dependence of the
ergy, which is mainly determined by the evolution of the fir
few diagonal elements of the density matrix. In most ca
after 300 iterations the matrix elements at the edge bec
non-negligible. In all cases, we found that the excess ene
can be fit almost perfectly to the expression

DE~ t !5DE~0!e2t/t, ~32!

whereDE(t)5E(t)2E(`). Here,t is the decay time con-
stant~or the relaxation time!.

In Fig. 3, the dependence of the decay time,t, on the
adsorbate frequency,V, is shown. In the graph, the frequen
cies are given in units ofV0 , the representative value of th
CO-Cu frequency given above. We note that our calculati
only include cubic anharmonic coupling of the adsorbate
the substrate. This is reasonable whenV.vD . When the
adsorbate frequency is smaller than the Debye freque
indicated in the figure, the plottedt will be too large, since
we have neglected linear coupling terms, which are imp
tant when V,vD . We nevertheless include the regim
whereV,vD to show how the cubic anharmonic contrib
tion to t varies in this regime, though the focus of this stu
is where the adsorbate frequency lies outside the ban
substrate frequencies.

We see that both for largeV and smallV, t diverges. In
the largeV limit, the reason is due to the phase space facto
the two phonons created or adsorbed have to be in a ban
width 2vD2V which goes to zero asV→2vD . For V
.2vD , the adsorbed atom cannot decay through the em
sion of two phonons and one has to consider three or m
phonon processes. In the smallV limit, the coupling constant
B becomes very small and the system behaves almost as
is isolated, and cannot decay. In Fig. 3, one also sees th
the regionV.vD there is an interesting variation int. For
V,vD there is a contribution to the decay process where

FIG. 3. Dependence of the relaxation time,t, on the vibrational
frequency,V, of the adsorbate.
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the adsorbate absorbs a low energy phonon from the sa
which unites with an adsorbate phonon to emit a high ene
phonon into the sample. This process is absent whenV
.vD , which causest to rise whenV exceedsvD . We note
that this rise, followed by a drop int with larger V, is not
affected by the neglect of linear coupling terms since t
interesting nonmonotonic variation oft with V occurs where
the adsorbate frequency is higher than the band of subs
frequencies.

Having discussed the frequency dependence of
relaxation time, we consider another important issue,
the temperature dependence of the dissipation r
Two questions which have a close bearing on the frict
are how the relaxation time varies with the local temperat
and to what extent the temperature dependence is ta
into account by the Golden Rule approach. Since the la
is only an approximation to the RDM, it is useful to compa
the temperature dependence of the relaxation time predi
by RDM with that obtained by the Golden Rule approac
as in Ref. 23. This way we also expect to reveal
limitation of the Golden Rule approach. To this en
we calculate t(T,V5V0) by using two different
approaches, i.e., RDM and Golden Rule expression gi
in Ref. 23. Results of our calculations are listed in Table
It is seen that tGR(T5900)/tGR(T5100)50.05 and
tRDM(T5900)/tRDM(T5100)50.25 and also tRDM(T
5900)/tGR(T5900)522.4. The conclusion that one can d
rive from the results is that the temperature dependenc
the relaxation time is underestimated and the dissipation
is overestimated at high temperatures by the Golden R
approach.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, we developed a formalism based on t
reduced density matrix to study the dissipation of exc
energy of a vibrating adsorbate into a substrate follow
compression by another surface, as depicted in Fig. 1.
focus was on adsorbate frequencies that lie outside the b
of substrate frequencies. In this case, anharmonic coup
between the adsorbate and the substrate controls the ra
energy dissipation, and we introduced cubic terms explic
in our calculations. This work presents an extension and g
eralization of earlier work in which a Golden Rule formu
was used to calculate the rate of energy dissipation from
adsorbate following the slip step.13 In that work, the adsor-
bate was linearly coupled to the substrate, and anharm
terms were not considered. In this article, we found tha
room temperature excess energy decays essentially expo

TABLE I. Relaxations times,t(T,V5V0), calculated for vari-
ous temperatures by using RDM and the Golden Rule appro
when the frequency of the adsorbate is fixed atV5V0 .

T(K) RDM~10213 sec! Golden Rule (10213 sec)

100 4.48 1.10
200 3.63 0.44
300 1.40 0.28
600 1.20 0.11
900 1.12 0.05
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tially from the adsorbate into the substrate, using the redu
density matrix formalism with anharmonic coupling and
range of parameters that includes those for CO adsorbed
Cu substrate at room temperature. We have also pointed
the limits of the Golden Rule approach used for a simi
system.23 At temperatures above 100 K additional eleme
of the density matrix contribute to the dissipation rate, co
tributions not embodied in the Golden Rule approach. W
found that the Golden Rule approach overestimates the
sipation rate at high temperatures. Our model is basic
incorporates features common to important energy diss
tion problems of various systems. By implementing t
sample specific conditions one can extend the model to s
various problems. Here we make the following commen
~i! Our work provides an atomic scale theory explaining h
and how fast energy dissipates in friction when adsorba
are both small and sparsely distributed. When the adsor
is small, the adsorbate frequency may lie outside the ban
substrate frequencies, and the anharmonic terms that we
plicitly take into account here will lead to energy dissipatio
Because the adsorbates are distributed sparsely over the
strate, we can neglect the interactions among adsorbate
addressing the energy dissipation from each one. In this c
the model can be applied to describe energy dissipatio
the boundary lubrication in low coverage of lubricant mo
ecules attached to a surface. For high coverage, one ha
consider adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. Our work com
ments a number of important recent studies that address
ergy dissipation by phonons through films of lubricants8,9,11

and through the collective motion of asperities,6 systems
where the interactions of the physisorbed or chemisor
adsorbates give rise to collective excitations involved
friction. ~ii ! In the model described in Fig. 1, a corrugatio
in Sample II first increases the potential energy of t
adsorbate by squeezing it, but as soon as the corruga
passes over it the adsorbate is suddenly released exc
phonons. The energy of these phonons dissipates u
the next corrugation starts to squeeze the adsor
again. Obviously, this sequence of events gives rise
the stick-slip behavior for the usual elastic constants
the metal samples and adsorbate. We note that the m
treated in this work is also suitable for a blunt AFM t
having asperities consisting of many atoms. As for the sh
AFM tip having a single atom at the apex, the model
applied for the apex atom if the local vibration frequency
above the Debye frequency.~iii ! Generalizations of the
model and the theory presented in this work are relevan
the growth processes of a crystal. After the deposition
adspecies migrate on the surface by dissipating their kin
energy and eventually they are adsorbed at a local minim
of potential energy. An adatom also moves from one posit
to the other by the thermal excitation to participate in eith
epitaxial or island growth. In the course of all these eve
and processes, the dissipation of the energy of the ‘‘h
atoms is crucial for the atomic scale mechanisms of cry
growth.

In summary, the theory we have presented provid
a clear picture of phononic energy dissipatio
through a nanoparticle, and allows quantitative analysis
this scale.
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